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ABSTRACT: The dispenser has an inlet and an outlet with a 
venturi connecting the inlet and outlet, the venturi having a 
converging portion, a reduced portion and a diverging por 
tion. An annular chamber surrounds the reduced portion hav 
ing ports extending therethrough. A duct in the dispenser 
leads from the chamber and opens through the bottom of the 
dispenser, which bottom has parallel guides formed in its 
edges. A removable liquid chemical container having a top 
adapter plate is slidably inserted in the guides, and the con 
tainer has a suction tube therein adapted to register with the 
duct; also a vent duct in said adapter opens to the atmosphere 
and communicates with the interior of the container. A main 
pipe connects a liquid pressure source with the dispenser inlet. 
A valved bypass is provided around the venturi for controlling 
the degree of suction within the annular chamber around the 
reduced portion thereof, thereby controlling the amount of 
liquid chemical drawn into the liquid passing to the outlet of 
the dispenser. 
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. fLiQUm DISPENSER-CONTAINER , 1 

DESCRIPTION OF INVENTION 
This invention is:a novel dispenser for liquid chemical, fer 

tilizer, insecticide, isoil conditioner, or weed killer, for use 
primarily in landscaping sprinkler systems, although same will» 
have many other uses as well, such as in agricultural-fertilizing, 
industrial chemical-blending processes; also in inserting liquid 

' soaps, bleaches, and fabric conditioners into the input flow of 
water passing intowashing machines and the like. 
The principal object of my invention. is to provide both 

liquid dispenser and a unique container which is easily at, 
tached tothe dispenser, both the dispenser and the container 
being characterized by novel designs whose simplicity result in 
signi?cant manufacturing economies. The dispenser automati 
cally dispenses into the‘high-p‘r'essure water ?ow through it, 
the liquid chemical content of the container attached to it. 
Since there are no moving parts associatedwith its operation, 
it possesses extremely highyrelia’bility. " v ' 

I will explain the invention ‘with reference to 
panying drawings which illustrate‘several practical embodi 
ments thereof, to enable others familiar with the art to adopt 
and use the same,‘and will summarize in the claims the novel 
features of construction, and novel combinations of parts, for 
which protection is desired. ' 

In saidldrawings: ' .' - I ' n _ 

FIG.‘ 1' is a perspective .view of ‘a preferred form of‘ a 
dispenser according to my invention.‘ ' _ V '1 _ l 

_ FIG.>2 is a‘ side elevation of one half of the dispenser shown 

therefor therein.‘ ,_~ . _ Y 6 

FIG. 3 is a longitudinallsectio‘n through the venturi tube of 
the dispenser shown in FIGS. 1 and 2. ' 

FIG.‘ 4 is an end elevation of the tube shown in FIG. 3. 
. FIG. '5 is a perspective view of a preferred liquid container 
and attached adapter used withthe dispenser shown in FIG. 1. 

FIG. 6 is'a cross-sectional view through an alternate design 
of the liquid dispenser which includes a built-in adjustable 
bypass for the control of the suction’rate. ' ' v ‘ > 

FIG. 7 is an elevational view illustrating the preferred em 
bodiment’shown in FIGS. ‘1_ and 5 installed in a lawn or garden. 

FIG. 8 is an elevational view illustrating the alternate em 
bodiment shown in FIG.'6 installed in a lawn or garden. 

FIG. 9, is a plan view showing an arrangement of several. 
liquid dispensers with attached liquid containers installed next 

in'FIG. showing‘ the venturi- tube inserted in. the bore ' 

‘ to ‘a house in a lawn or garden. 
FIG. 10 is ‘a perspective view showing a modi?ed adapter 

with a conventional screw-top liquid container connected to 
it. = ‘ > . . 1 

The operationof the liquid dispenser is dependent upon a 
venturi having a converging tube combined with a diverging 
tube and can be explained mathematically through the usage 
'of the Bernoulli theorem. Bernoulli showed that the converg 
ing and diverging tubes are efficient devices for converting 
pressurehead to velocity head and for converting velocity 
head to pressure head respectively. ‘ > 

Bernoulli's theorem states that (P/W)+Z+( 
stant where ‘ ' ' 

'P = fluid pressure in pounds per square foot. W = specific 
weight of ?uid in pounds per cubic foot. 2 ==' elevation above 
any arbitrary datum plane in feet. v = mean'velocityof ?uid’in 
feet per second. g =acceleration of gravity= 32.174 feet per 
square second. I ‘ I 

Applying Bernoulli's theorem to any diverging tube whose 
axis is horizontal (sothat Z is constant on both sides of the 
divergence), it will be seen that the ?uid velocity, V, decreases 
in the larger "tube causing the ?uid pressure, P, to increase. 
Similarly, when Bernoulli's theorem is applied to any converg 
ing tube whose axis is horizontal (so that Z is constant on'both 
sides of the convergence, it will be seen that the ?uid velocity, 
V, increases in ‘the smaller tube causing the fluid; pressure, P, 
tovdecr'ezase. ' _ I 
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The invention comprises liquid dispenser l and attached 
liquid container 31. In one preferred embodiment (FIG. 7), 

f the system of the subject invention is attached to household 
water inlet line 42 by means of antisiphon valve 41 and outside 

v.line 43. Outside line 43 enters liquiddispenser 1. Line l4 
_ leaves liquid dispenser l and joins with'bypass line 12 forming 

line 44. ~ . 

The high-pressure water vfrom line 43 enters the liquid 
dispenser l at input port 2 (FIG. 1). The water travels through 
venturi tube 5 which is clamped between the halves of 

. dispenser 1‘. Tube 5 converges into tube 19 converting pres 
sure head into velocity head. The pressure at the IQ ports 18 
(FIG. 2) around tube 19 is then below atmospheric causing 
liquid chemical from the liquid container 31 to be sucked up 
through tube 35 (FIG. 5) through tube 4 in dispenser 1 (FIG. 
2), through cavity 8 which surrounds tube 19, through ports 
18, then through tube 19, through diverging tube 20, and out 

' the liquid dispenser 1 at output port 3, into sprinkler line 44, 

2,0 

25 

andthen out the individual sprinkler heads 46 (FIG. 7).'Tube 
19 diverges into tube 20 (FIGS. 1 and 3) converting velocity 

Yhead‘back‘to pressure head. The ‘converging tube 5 and the 
diverging tube 20 are thus ef?cient devices for converting 
pressure head to velocity head and for converging velocity 
head‘ back to pressure head. The net result is that liquid 
chemical is drawn into the high-pressure water ?owing 

' between input port ,2 and output port 3, and with a small pres 

30 

sure drop‘between those two ports. . 
Bypass line 12 (FIG. 7) allows a portion of the water ?ow 

out of antisiphon valve 41' to bypass the liquid dispenser l. 
> 'The portion'of the water that bypasses the liquid dispenser l is 

as 

40 

45 

controlled'by hand valve 13. Since the pressure in tube 19 is 
‘dependent upon the water ?ow through the liquid dispenser 1, 
hand‘ valve l3actually controls the rate at which the liquid 
chemical is drawn from container 31 into the high-pressure 
water ?owing between input port 2 and output port 3 of 
dispenser 1. v 

5 An alternate embodiment of the system of the subject in 
vention is shown in FIG. 8, the same being attached to 
household water line 42 by means of antisiphon valve 41 and 
outside line 43. FIG. 8 also shows an installation of the al~ 
ternate design of the liquid dispenser 22 with liquid container 
31 attached. The high-pressure water from line 43 enters the 
liquid dispenser 22 at input port 24 (FIG. 6). The water travels 
from port 24 into a tube 50, which tube 50 divides into sec 
tions 51 and 53 (FIG. 6). The portion of the water in tube 50 

' that enters section 51 is dependent upon the position of valve 

50 

60 

70 

55 in section 53. when valve 55 has been manually turned by 
‘handle 10 so as to position'aperture 54 aligned with the ?ow of 
water in section 53, a relatively small portion of the water in 
tube 50 will enter section 51. When aperture 54 is perpendicu 
lar to the ?ow of water in section 53, section 53 is effectively 
closed and all the water in tube 50 must go to section 51. The 
effect of valve 55, in the alternate design of the liquid 
dispenser, is thus to provide an adjustable bypass for section 
51. It functions in a similar manner as does valve 13 in the in 
stallation of the preferred form of dispenser shown in FIG. 7, 
which is a less costly dispenser. The pressure at tube 26 (FIG. 
6) of section 51 is dependent upon the velocity of ?uid passing 
through it. When valve 55 is opened to bypass the flow 
through section 51, the velocity of fluid passing tube 26 is 
decreased thus increasing the pressure at tube 26. Tube 51 
converges to tube 26 converting pressure head to velocity 
head; The pressure at the 10 ports 27 in tube 26 is below at 
mospheric causing liquid chemical from the liquid container 
31 to be sucked up through tube 35 (FIG. 5) through tube 28 
(FIG. 6) in dispenser 22, through cavity 7 surrounding tube 
26, through ports 27, through tube 26, through diverging tube 
52, through passage 57, and out of the liquid dispenser 22 at 
output port 25, into sprinkler line 44 and out the individual 
sprinkler heads 46. In FIG. 6, web 56 in the bore of the 

- dispenser acts to form the two separate passages 51 and 53in 

75 

liquid dispenser 22. 
I In both modifications (FIGS. 7 and 8) the liquid container 
31 is attached to liquid dispenser 1 or 22 by holding handle 23 
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in the hand and guiding the extended or ?anged top adapter 
plate 21 (FIG. 5) of container 31, into and along tracks 40 
(FIGS. I and 2) or tracks 66 (FIG. 6). As container 31 is thus 
inserted into the liquid dispenser 1 or 22 with extended top 
adapter plate 21 engaging track 40 or 66, ?rst only the thin 
section 29 (FIG. 5) of top adapter plate 21 is engaged, then 
the thick section 30 (FIG. 5) of top adapter plate 21 is en 
gaged. In the top of the thick portion 30 of top adapter plate 
21 is an opening 33 into the tube 35 which tube terminates 
near the bottom of container 31. In the top of the thin portion 
29 of top adapter 21 is a vent opening 34 into the top of con 
tainer 31. When the container 31 is completely inserted into 
the liquid dispenser 1 and 22, the thick portion 30 causes 
opening 33 to ?t snugly up against Te?on washer seal 11 (FIG. 
2) or 9 (FIG. 6). In this position tube 35 of container 31 is in 
communication with tube 4 of FIG. 2, or tube 28 of FIG. 6 of 
the liquid dispenser I or 22, with a properly sealed connection 
through Te?on washer seal 11 or 9. Since opening 34 is on the 
thin portion 29 of top plate, same does not ?t snugly up 
against the liquid dispenser I or 22, therefore air can enter 
opening 34 to relieve vacuum formed in container 31 when 
the liquid chemical leaves the container 31 through tube 35. 

Enlarged tube sections 60 and 61 (FIG. 3) of dispenser l 
and enlarged tube sections 58 and 59 (FIG. 6) of dispenser 22 
allow input out output pipes to be attached thereto while 
maintaining constant tube interior dimensions. In FIG. 6 input 
port 24 of dispenser 22 (FIG. 6) is larger than output port 25. 
One inch pipe would be connected to the input port 24 of 
dispenser 22 and three-quarter inch pipe would be connected 
to output port 25. The larger input passage 24 is associated 
with a reduced velocity head. The dispenser 22 has reduced 
pressure drop through it, since pressure drop is proportional 
to the rate of?ow. Dispenser 1 (FIG. 2) is intended to be more 
economical than dispenser 22, and it operates satisfactorily, 
however, without the larger input port. 
The installation of dispenser 22 in FIG. 8 does not require a 

bypass such as line 12 of the installation of dispenser 1 in FIG. 
7. A less expensive equivalent to the built-in bypass passage 
53, with control valve 55 of dispenser 22, is added to the in 
stallation of dispenser 1 in FIG. 7 in which high-pressure water 
?ows from anti siphon valve 41 and splits to ?ow in part to line 
43 and in part to line 12. The portion of ?ow into line 43 (FIG. 
7) is dependent upon the setting of valve 13. When valve 13 is 
manually closed by handle 64, all of the ?ow is through line 
43. When valve 13 is partially opened, there is less ?ow 
through line 43. The effect of valve 13 is to provide an adjusta 
ble bypass for liquid dispenser I so as to control its rate of suc 
tion and thus the degree of liquid chemical dilution emitted 
from sprinkler heads 46. 
Tracks 66 and 40 of dispensers 22 and l are inclined with 

respect to the horizontal plane for two purposes: ?rstly, to 
more securely attach the container 31 to the dispenser without 
it slipping out; and secondly, to tilt the container 31 so that 
tube 35 can more completely empty the liquid chemical con 
tents thereof. Tube 35 is cut at an angle at its termination at 
the bottom of container 31 as shown in FIGS. 5 and 10. The 
purpose of this is not to allow it to completely empty the con 
tainer‘s liquid contents, since there may be a solidi?ed residue 
at the bottom of the container which might clog the small 
ports 18 and 27 of the tubes 19 and 26. 
The ten small diameter ports 18 and 27 allow the same large 

suction rate of liquid chemical as would fewer large diameter 
ports. However, the smaller diameter ports minimally perturb 
the ?ow in the small sections 19 and 26 of the venturi tube, 
thus minimizing the possibility of cavitation being set up at 
large ?ow rates. Such cavitation would not allow the pressure 
at sections 19 and 26 to go below atmospheric to suck liquid 
chemical from the container 31. 

Obviously a screw-top liquid container 310 may be used 
with the dispensers 1 and 22, same being illustrated in FIG. 10. 
In this modi?cation the neck of the container is provided with 
the usual external screw threads engaging the internal screw 
threads in a cap 31b secured to the underside of the thick por 
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4 
tion 30 of the top adapter plate 21, the tube 35 passing 
through the center of the cap 31!; and through the thick por' 
tion 30 of the adapter plate 21, and the vent hole 34 commu 
nicating with the interior of the container 31a through the cap 
31b. 

l have thus provided a combined liquid dispenser and 
uniquely attached liquid container; a container having a 
unique shape for attachment to the dispenser; an adapter that 
allows conventional screw-top liquid containers to be attached 
to the dispenser; an adjustable bypass either built-in as in the 
dispenser arrangement of FIG, 6, or added in the installation 
as in the dispenser arrangement of FIG. 7, for the control of 
the suction rate. 

lclaim: 

1. In combination with a source of liquid under pressure, a 
dispenser having an inlet and an outlet; a venturi in the 
dispenser connecting said inlet and outlet, and having a con 
verging portion, a reduced portion and a diverging portion; an 
annular chamber surrounding the reduced portion having 
ports extending therethrough; a duct in the dispenser leading 
from the chamber and opening through the bottom of the 
dispenser; parallel guides formed at the bottom of the 
dispenser; a removable liquid chemical container having a top 
adapter plate slidably inserted in said guides, said container 
having a suction tube therein adapted to register with the said 
duct; a vent duct in said adapter plate open to the atmosphere 
and communicating with the interior of the container; a main 
pipe connecting the liquid pressure source with the dispenser 
inlet; and a valved bypass for controlling the degree of suction 
within the annular chamber around said reduced portion of 
the venturi, thereby controlling the amount of liquid chemical 
drawn into the liquid passing through the venturi to the outlet 
of the dispenser. 

2. In a combination as set forth in claim 1, said bypass com 
prising a bypass pipe disposed exteriorly of the dispenser and 
connecting the main pipe in advance of the dispenser inlet 
with the dispenser outlet; and an adjustable valve in said 
bypass pipe for controlling the amount ofliquid from the pres 
sure source passing to the dispenser inlet. 

3. In a combination as set forth in claim 1, a built-in web in 
the bore of the dispenser dividing the bore into ?rst and 
second separate passages, each communicating with the inlet 
and outlet of the dispenser; said ?rst passage forming the ven 
turi; said second passage forming the bypass; and an adjusta~ 
ble valve in said second passage for controlling the ?ow of 
liquid therethrough and hence the rate of flow through the 
said venturi. 

4. In a combination as set forth in claim 1, said guides in the 
dispenser for the adapter plate being inclined with respect to 
the horizontal plane to more securely attach the same to the 
dispenser and to permit the container to be completely emp 
tied by suction ofthe suction tube. 

5. In a combination as set forth in claim 1, said ports 
between the reduced portion of the venturi and the annular 
chamber comprising a series of holes of small diameter to 
prevent cavitation during high ?ow rates through the venturi. 

6. In a combination as set forth in claim 1, said adapter plate 
having a thin end portion through which the vent duct is 
formed, and a thick end portion formed with a hole receivin'c 
the upper end of the suction tube of the container and adapted 
to seat ?rmly against a washer seal in the bottom of the 
dispenser around the dispenser duct; said container being 
secured to the underside of the adapter plate. 

7. In a combination as set forth in claim 6, the container 
having a screw cap, and said cap being secured to the under> 
side of the adapter plate at the thick end portion; the suction 
tube of the container passing through the cap and thick end 
portion, and the vent duct communicating with the interior ol 
the container through said cap. 

8. In combination with a source of liquid under pressure, a 
dispenser having an inlet and an outlet; a venturi in the 
dispenser connecting said inlet and outlet, and having a con 
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verging portion,‘a reduced portion and a diverging portion; a 
duct in the dis'penserleading from the reduced portion and 
opening through the bottom of the dispenser; parallel guides 
formed at the bottom of the dispenser; a removable liquid 
chemical container having a top adapter plate slidably in 
serted in said guides, said container having a suction tube 
therein adapted to register with said duct; and a vent duct in 
said adapter plate open to the atmosphere and communicating 
with the interior of the container. 

9. In a combination as set forth in claim 8, said guides in the 
dispenser for the adapter plate being at an angle between the 
horizontal and vertical planes so as to cause the bottom of the 
suction tube of the container to be located close to the lowest 
portion of the inserted container so as to permit the container 
to be completely emptied by suction of the suction tube. 

10. In a combination as set forth in claim 8, said adapter 
plate having a thin end portion through which the vent duct is 
formed, and a thick end portion formed with a hole receiving 
the upper end of the suction tube of the container and adapted 
to seat ?rmly against a washer seal in the bottom of the 
dispenser around the dispenser duct; said container being 
secured 'to the underside of the adapter plate. . 

11. In a combination as set forth in claim 10, the container 
having a screw cap, and said cap being secured to the under 
side of the adapter plate at the thick end portion; the suction 
tube of the container passing through the cap and thick end 
portion, and the vent duct communicating with the interior of 
the container through said cap. a 

12. In combination with a source of liquid under pressure, a 
dispenser having an inlet and an outlet; a venturi in the 

20 

6 
dispenser connecting said inlet and outlet, and having a con 
verging portion, a reduced portion and a diverging portion; a 
duct in the dispenser leading leading from the reduced portion 
and opening through the side of the dispenser; parallel guides 
formed at the side adapter plate slidably inserted in said 
guides, said container having a suction tube therein adapted to 
register with said duct; and a vent duct in said adapter plate 
open to the atmosphere and communicating with the interior 
of the container. 

13. In a combination as set forth in claim 12, said guides in 
the dispenser for the adapter plate being at any angle between 
the horizontal and vertical planes so as to cause the bottom of 
the suction tube of the container to be located close to the 
lowest portion of the inserted container so as to permit the 
container to be completely emptied by suction of the suction 
tube. ' 

14. In a combination as set forth in claim 12, said adapter 
plate having a thin end portion through which the vent duct is 
formed, and a thick end portion formed with a hole receiving 
the upper end of the suction tube of the container and adapted 
to seat firmly against a washer seal in the side of the dispenser 
around the dispenser duct; said container being secured to the 
side of the adapter plate. 

15. In a combination as set forth in claim 14, the container 
having a screw cap, and said cap being secured to the side of 

v the adapter plate at the thick end portion; the suction tube of 
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the container passing through the cap and thick end portion, 
and the vent duct communicating with the interior of the con 
tainer through said cap. 


